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Res idents Bugged

Bernet Plagued by Pests
Hy Jim

Rebo and

Mike Conway

Bernet Hall is being plagued by
a host of insect pests. The major
problem is an infestation of cockroaches and ants. The efforts of
an exterminator have brought
temporary relief, but not a
permanent solution. "They've
had the exterminator come four
times this year so far. He's taken
powder and sprayed the corners
of the rooms. Usually that controls them, but the last time it
didn't work," explains John
Whiteside, Bernet's Head
Resident.
Where is the invasion coming
from? According to Whiteside,
"They' re coming {rom the
basement, which is not built-in,
not a complete basement. It's
just dirt, and the water pipes are
down here." Also, the campus's
sewer line runs under the hall.
When the water level rises during
the spring, the pests rise with it.
Since it is illegal to exterminate
in sewer lines, this situation is
difficult to alleviate.
Almost every region of the
dorm has been infllt.rated. The
cockroaches and ants are found
in students' rooms, hallways, and
showers. There was a report of
rats in the gar bage room early in
the year, but there have been no
more sightings since then. At the
beginning of the year, only the
first floor was affected, but the
pests have now reached the
second floor. Thus far, the third
Ooor has registered no complaints.
Mr. Jebn Collipa, the Director
of Housing, is awar e of Bernet'a
troubles and sympathizes with
the students' position. "I'd
eliminate them if I could. I
certainly don't want people living
with bugs." The exterminator
believes that it is not feasible to
entirely eradicate the pests, but
that the situation can be controlled.

Do the insects constitute a
health hazard? "Yes." says John
Whiteside. "They're extremely
dirty animals, and we've got
quite a lot of them." The
Cuyahoga County Health Inspector visited the hall two weeks
ago and has now confll'med that
the pests are cockroaches, not
waterbugs as was suspected.
The Bernet residents regard
their eight-legged foes with a
mixture of alarm, anger and a
measure of grim humor. Mark
Randal, George Yezbak, and Bob
Keir occupy room 104, one of the
most heavily-assailed areas. "On
certain days," relates Randall,
"I find the cockroaches in our
room as big as small turtles."
Keir comments: "Let me say
this : 1 came up here a week
before school started. John
Whiteside and I were the only
ones up here fighting the roaches.
I had a nice little collection piled
up, and I was going to show it to
the Dean, but a janitor threw it
away. l had about 20 of them I
caught in my room. I caught two
in my shoe one day. There are
ants, too." Yezbak cites the
rooms' lack of baseboards as a
factor in the pests' favor.
Besides the pest dilemma,
Bernet Hall suffers from inadequate and broken-down plumbing, collapsing
ceilings,
crumbling walls, and a variety of
other
defects.
Whiteside
describes the building as being in
"pretty bad shape." The students
are pushing for help from the
University. A petition is circulating, and a "Father's Day
Weekend" has been proposed.
The students' father s would
spend a weekend in the dorm and
then be asked to forward their
reactions to Father Birkenhauer.
Two years ago, Murphy Hall
dwellers gave Birkenhauer a tour
of their bathrooms, which were
being neglected by the cleaning
service. The girls said that if the
bathrooms u;ere not cleaned,
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Strange bedfellows? These pleasa.n t creatures a re
abundant in Bernet Hall. OnUke the students, however,
they a re allowed to use the facilities without paying room
and board.

Primary Votes Tabulated;
Final Elections Feb.
16, 17
Battisti, 163; ..
Mannen, 123.
Backed by a ne a r-record
primary turnout, six candidates
have advanced to tbefinals of the
Student Union elections. Results
in the primaries for the offices of
president, vice-president, and
Chief J ustice were as follows:
Owen J . Dougherty, 402; Ed
Rybka, 319; Andy Szeltsner, 175.
Vice-president: Rob Herald, 289;
Brian Blackbur n, 190; J ohn
Naso, 175; Urban Michael
Picard, 163; Paul Dieter, 54. <A
protest has been lodged in the
vice-presidential race, but tile
aforementioned results are valid
as of presstime.) Chief Justice:
Pat Cummings, 254; Sue Scully,
194; John Ruthexfi>rd, 172; Gino

Ann

Tu.m out was especially heavy
on Monday, with 700 ballots being
cast. The top two vote-gather ers
for each office qualify for the
final elections, which will be held
on February 16th and 17th.
Nominations have been
finalized for the offices of Student
Union secretary and tr easurer.
Nom inees for secretary ape
Kathy Baldoni and Kathy NorflS.
Stan Mambort and Terry
Sullivan have been nominated for
the position of treasurer. Voting
for these posts is limited to
Student Union representatives
and of£icers, and will take place'
at the next Union meeting.

they would council prospective
freshmen not to reside in Murphy
Hall. The lavatories were
cleaned. Bernet Hall residents
are considering a similar
strategy.
John Collins readily concedes
that Bernet is in sore need of
renovation, but priorities have
yet to be established for
distribution of funds. It addition
it is much more convenient
upgrade the dorms during the
summer, when they are largely
vacant. As for the immediate
future, Collins says, "We'll do
what we can do. It's difficult to do
major repairs while students are
occupying the building. If you're
studying, you don't want to be
disturbed by people working in
the halls. The best solution is to
do the major work while the
dorm is empty, so that there is no
possible interference."

u;

Grapp lers Doniii1"0te
Catholic Tourney
AI Evangelista captw-ed the 126 lbs. weight class title in the
NCIT last Saturday. See gr applers story on
6.

R egistration Changes Considered
By R.A. Marczynski
Computer registration at John
Carroll, although at present in
the speculative stages, is a very
viable possibility for the future .

Substituting

a. 11$>mpa.ltfr syetem

for the present manual one would
make the registration process
more efficient and quicker.
Under the present system,
after a student has entered his
A.P.R., the appropriate class
cards are pulled out by band.
Such a method Is both time
consuming and susceptible to
human error. Computerized
registration would simply involve entering course requests
through the terminal and letting
the machine do the work .
A.P.R.'s could be processed the
same day with class cards available the next morning. Such a
'system could also provide daily
lists of course closings which
could be posted around the
campus and sent to counselors;
thus avoiding wasted time and
; counseling headaches. The
computer would also be able to
retain the names of students
which would create waiting lists
for those courses that do close.
Under such a system the
possibility a lso exists for
students to select alternative
courses that would be processed
in case of closures. When a
student returned to pick up his
registration material, he would
immediatelr know of closings
and be able to enroll in another
section or class without having to
consult his advisor .
Mr. HuddJeston, registrar for
the University, emphasized that
the student would not be greatly
affected. Priority would remain
the same and perhaps even
refined in that requests would be
processed according to a
student's
standing
and
eliminating any human error.
HuddJeston further emphasized
that student's choices for courses
would not be affected in the least
way. The emphasis on the system
would be on convenience.
As for the cost or saving of such.

a new system figures are bard to
come up with. Since facilities
exist here on the campus and the
system would be less time consuming, the potential cost advan~es seem obvious. These
advantages must be weighed,

\
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however, against the cost for
usin~ the facilities. Such a
system could be implemented by
registration for spring '77
classes. A final decision pro or
con should be forth coming in a
few weeb.

,

'Q/'

Happy
Valentine's
Day
St. Valentine's Day bas special significance to each person,
and on campus, it has a character all its own. Today, the eve of
this ancient holiday, we take a look at love at JCU. LOVE
IS ...meeting between classes ... enduring SAGA together... getting her car started ... running up the phone bill over break...
falling to sleep together at the library. .. playing paddJeball together and letting her win ... hiding from the R.A. after hours...
typing his paper for him the night before its due... going out for
pizza ... helping her cram for an Econ. test... the three of us out
together: my girlfriend, her roommate, and me... going out with
that special someone... Saturday night plans.
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Tradition vs. Change
By Gilbert E. Marslt
(Editor's note: GilbertE. Marsh is an instructor of sociology at John Carroll. Considered
radical In his views. he was invited to join the
faculty in 1970 after the Kent State trauma. It
was felt his presence would help counteract
the unrest among students.
However. Mr. Marsh has been asked to
leave after the '76-'77 academic year. It is the
belief of the administration that the student
body has returned to liberal and conservative
views. Therefore, Mr. Marsh has served his
purpose and is no longer needed.
Mr. Marsh's dismissal is understandable.
John Carroll is a traditional school. The
student pays for a traditional education and
the administration sees to it that he gets it.
The faculty's regard of Mr. Marsh is perhaps best renected by his location in the sociology department. His office is tucked between
the bathroom and an abandoned classroom.>

Traditionally, values are viewed as those
goals and priorities that institutions endeavor
to promote among their constituents to
provide social stability and cohesion. Traditional values are consistent with the accomplishments of the past.
Values can be either positive or negative
depending on whether stability or change
needs to be emphasized in the future of a
society.
Failure to thoroughly socialize children,
youth or immigrants to the traditional values,
or attempts to modify these values, are looked
upon as negative, creating the basis of conflict
in what otherwise would be a well-ordered
society.
Traditional values have come under wholesale re-evaluation in the latter half of this cen-

t-.
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positions have been taken.
The first is to view with alarm the breakdown of allegiance to God and country and the
specific loyalties that allegiance entailed. The
assumption is that weakening or substantially

modifying traditional values necessarily
leads not only to greater disorder but to ultima t.e chaos. The chosen remedy is to
redouble efforts to reinforce traditional
values by any means necessary and to discourage questioning the efficacy of such
values.
The second position is that challenging
traditional values can lead to a "change
orientation" that would be better able to
support changes in social structures and policies leading to a more democratic and equitable ordering of society. In this view, transitional conflict and disorder is anticipated and
considered as the necessary risk and price for
needed change.
A student recently summarized this position, unsolicited, in her reading journal:
"The functions ideally of churches and
schools should be to teach people to be aware
of the failures and problems in society, especially in governmental structure. It is this
raising of inquisitiveness in young people that
challenges the status quo, and change takes
place.
"However, the current structure raises
complacent, by and large stagnant, individuals. The institutions condoning th;! actions
of the power elite give people an excuse to
blindly accept situations."
To fail to meet this student's expectations is
to force students to choose between traditional
values or no socially and scholastically reviewed values at all. If major societal changes
are needed in the social, civic, political, or
economic systems that would challenge traditional values, the student sho\lld be eneoura&ed te dlleoYer the realities of tbe present and to understand the extent of the
struggle required to fulfill his ideals for a better society. Through this process, values that
positively support needed changes can be developed.

- - Letters to the Editor---'-<lidates for 'student Union President. Curious to see that it had
been published since to me it
seemed odd that the Carroll
miU~d to the Carroll N~ws no
News would give any of the
later than Monday for publlca- candidates undue consideration
tlon that w~~k.
I, with added interest, read the
article.
spac~ leU~rs must
~ tyPf'd, 11lgned with phon~ number. a!i. brl~f as possibl~ and sub-

To

male~

this

A Curious
Occurrence
To the Editor:

With the Student Union elections approaching I anxiously
awaited the circulation or last
week's CarroU News. As I perused through it 1 noticed an article written by one or the can-

Aside from a shaky first
paragraph the article proceeded
very slowly, due to its cumbersomeness, to a very interesting. if not illogical, conclusion. Here, "our candidate"
used a very curious expression:
"crush the status quo." Since I
felt that I had run into that expression before I quickly turned
back to the flrst page and sure
enough there it was. I found,

"crush the status quo" in a brief
statement made by "our candidate." Now, this struck me as
very peculiar. Here was the
" first to announce for the
Presidency" candidate campaigning for himself in a column
which was not intended for that
purpose especially, since it
should not have been published
due to the upcoming elections.
For, are not aU candidates to
receive equal opportunity to
campaign? Suddenly, visions of
possible unethical campaign
practices appeared before my
eyes.
Curious to see if this campaigning had occurred in any
<Cont. on pg.
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Does It Matter
Who Wins?
By R.A. Marczynski
Apathy is always a timely topic, especially around elections; primarily because it is most evident at this time. It is a
symptom for a variety of Ula ranging frem dispair, alienation
and cynicism to just plain laziness. Nowhere is this more
t:vident than here at carroll, and of course on a national scale
as well.

Despite the need for involvement, the epidemic of apathy is
quickly spreading. Nonnan Miller, staff reporter for the Wall
Street Journal, indicated in a recent article that the key issue
in this election year "may not..be who will be elected President. It may be whether most people think it matters who
wins." In a recent poll cited in the article four out of 10 people
didn't care who won the election in November. Their reasons
vary from a general lack of confidence to feelings that the
elected leaders didn't care about them or had lied to them.
~ller writes: "In terms of politics, Mr. Hart, the Democratic pollster, suggests that 'a cynical majority' may already
have f~r!fied. PC?ple may 'have written off government and
the political parties as no longer relevant to improving their
way of life,'" he says. Despite recent upturns in confidence
and rosey outlooks for the future, Miller is quick to point out
that some pollsters contend that Americans are not actually
sure of the system or the direction in which it is moving.
He goes on, qu~ting William Hamilton, another pollster, to
say that the public has not completely thrown in the towel·
"'On the surface, people say they don 't care about politics but
on further examination, you find that they're still looitin'g to
governmen~ to solve ~rises."' The public, however, is seeking
!"ore than JUSt pr?m1ses and political appeal. They are seekmg .leaders. who will be responsive to change and the needs of
therr constituents.

It must be emphasized that it is the people who must seek
such leadership and push for such change. A lack of action
only maintains an inept system. Apathy creates the license
for ineffectt;talleade~hip and misdirection. The voting public
must hold 1ts leaders accountable for their actions. This is
done by the ballot.

Much like a microcosm of our nation, J.C.U. is suffering
from the pangs of apathy as well. As one Student Union candidate put it, "People say apathy has been a problem ever since
Watergate. That's not true here at carroll; it was a problem
long before Watergate."
Change is called for, complaints are heard but little action
is taken to initiate a change or rectify the situation. Students
will once again be given this opportunity as the final Union
electio~s approach (Feb. 1? an~ 18). Will change come, will
complamts be answered, Will things get done - it all depends
on the voter and the mandate he decrees.

Union Savior Arrives
Hany Gauzman For King

By llarry Gauzman
On February 16 and 17, the
constituents of all wards <ob·
stetrics, psychiatric, and general
surgery> will be asked to cast
their votes for the new Stunted
Onion.
The Onion, which is rapidly
peeling its way through admungistrative problems, is out to
work for the students. I am
hopeful that the 1st Annual
Gauzman Delight will enable you
lo know a little about eac.h
candidate, and help you to better
decide your fate.
Jogging for Onion Premier are
Orange Junice St. Patrick
Doughnut, Sleddie Roosevelt
Spareribka, and Handy Saltshaker. 1t is rumored that the OJ
recently spent nights playing
chess with top rival Torpedo
Frie'em, of the Campus Infirmary.
Sleddie has been campaigning
in the snack bar, where he has set
up a coffee, sandwich and smile
shop. Handy was chief salter in
our auxiliary lot in Florida.
although he has recently begun
parking Toyotas.
Skipping in for Vice-Premier
are John I Lick Navels, Rural
Mickey Pickleyard, Paul 'Never
Home' Ditto, Brian Feeds Blackbirds, and Robot Harry. Navals
seems to have trouble cleaning
things up, while Rural has
mentioned his continued rowing
for the U-Boat Patrol. Blackbird
is blest with the best view of the
situation, although Robot Harry
has a mechanical a,dvantage over
the others.

Justice of the Peace is being
sought by five eager sports. Gino
the Baptist is running a
preaching platform, while Suzie
Skellyton has finally emerged
from her closet. Ann Manners is
hoping to set up a new coffee
shop, while John Rocks-your-ford
is hoping to continue to grow an
inch taller at each meeting
Although it is late to make this
long awaited announcement, I
Harold Gauzman am hereby
announcmg my candicacy as a
write-in for the position of King of
John
Carroll
University.
Although I am expecting to win
by nothing less than a unanimous
vote, l feel it would be most
considerate for me to state the
platform of the new administra·
tion. First, all computer keys to
the dorms will be collected. and
will be redistributed on a first
come, first serve basis. Second
the chicken dinners will be
discontinued at Soggy. but there
will be a chick left at each door.
Side orders will still be available
as usual. Also, my sister, Gloria,
will personally interview all
faculty members, especially
Father Casey Bookcaller, who
has been heard to compare my
dear sister to an evergreen tree.
Finally, all rats will be bounced
out of the gym, with no new socks
being allotted.
Please don't forget to vote, and
never forget that your new King
is Harold Gauzman. <You can
still call me Harry.)

News Notes
Opportunities
Burroughs Wellcome Pharmaceuticals will present an
audio-visual program concerning
job opportunities on Wednesday,
February 18, at 1:00 p.m . in room
135 of the Administration
Building.

Faculty Award
Nominating letters for the Distinguished Faculty Award must
be signed and submitted no later
than Monday, April 12, at 4:00
p.m. Letters should be addressed
to the Commjttee on Distinguished Faculty Award, care
of the Office of the Academic
Vice President.

Employing familiar yet persuasive western methods, Harry Gauzman was eleded to
every office he ran for in the wild west. Today, be brings th4!Se same methods to John
Carron seeking the kingship of the Stunted Onion. Vote for the king of your choice!
Harry!

Britt Advises On Foreign Study
By Larry Weakland
Occasionally. when a student
toys with the idea of foreign
study, he quic~ squelches the
Idea. He really !mows ....._
about what foreign study involves, what types are available,
and where to look for more in·
formation. Students who seek
credit for foreign study must
review their plans with Fr
Laurence V. Britt, S.J., Dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences.
Britt recognizes that not every
student is suited to study abroad.
First, a student must have at
least a 2.5 to 3.00 cumulative
average to be considered and to
compete successfully with other
students who participate in these
types of programs. Secondly,
since students will be mostly on
their own, they mus~ be

Cleveland Happenings

Area Dines the Italian Way

relatively mature, responsible,
and self-reliant. Thirdly, their
should consider and plan their
academic program before they
make acransements to go
abroad.
A student can choose any
foreign study program sponsored
by a fully accredited American
college or university, but it
should be noted that with the
different grading procedures
l.L'>ed in Europe, sometimes it is
difficult to establish credit for
courses.
John Carroll itself does not
administer any study program
abroad, but it is affiliated with
both Loyola University in
Chicago and the University of
Detroit, which operate centers in
Rome and Ireland. Qualified JCU
students may spend one or two
semesters at either center and
have all academic work accepted
as an integral part of their degree
program.

mend. A restaurant with an
Not usually thought of as an
According to Britt, "It is also
excellent atmosphere and very Italian restaurant, the Blue
good pizza is Maria's on the west Grass, at Northfield and possible for students with
side on Detroit Rd. at West 117th Rockside {eatures a wide variety superior language skills to apply
St. Maria's has a terace for out- of fine Italian dishes. There is directly to a foreign school as an
door dining in the summer.
dancing and live entertainment exchange student." But again,
prior approval is required.
Giusseppi's, on Richmond Rd. on the weekends.
As for summer programs.
near the Richmond Mall, is a
Whether you are a connoisseur usually six weeks long, Britt does
take-out pizzeria which also
features a wide variety of sand· of Italian cuisine, or just a not consider them as worthwhile
wiches that are made to order. beginner. you are bound to enjoy as extended semester or full-year
For moderately-priced Italian the experience of dining in some programs relative to the money
paid for them The costs are high
cuisine, especially spaghetti, try of these fine establishments.
the Spaghetti Company at the
corner of SOM Center Rd. and
OL
DISCOUNT FOR ALL JCU
Wilson Mills Rd. in Mayfield
10
STUDENTS,
FACULTY, & STAFF
Village.
The
restaurant
resembles a large wine celler,
with a large serving area. The
wait is kept to a minimum.
Another alternative is the New
York Spaghetti House on E. 9th
Street. Its been in existence since
1927.
A wide-ranging menu and
621-4546
321 2977
421 2900
quality food at higher prices can
1250
Superior Ave.
7450
Fairmont
Blvd.
1838
Co•entry
Another place closer to John be found at both the Golden Bowl
Park Centre
Cedar Fa1rmont
Cleveland Hts.
Carroll is Geraci's on Warrens- in Little Italy and Ottino's on
ville Rd., which we highly recom- Mayfield Rd. in Lyndhurst.

By Jim Boehnlein
and Mary Carr
<;leveland has never been
known for its lack of Italian
restaurants, so it is often very •
difficult to choose from the
multitide of
alternatives.
Depending on finances and
tastes. it is possible to choose
between
pizza
places,
moderately-priced restaurants,
and relatively expensive ones
which feature gourmet Italian
dishes.
There are dozens of pizza
restaurants m Cleveland, and
everyone has their favorite, but
here are a few suggestions of
good pizzerias in scattered areas
around town.
Momma Santa's is located on
Mayfield Rd. in Little Italy. This
whole area has been able to
retain its Italian atmosphere, as
well as its good restaurants.

IO

for summer programs, and there
Is not enough time to know the
country well On the other hand,
students spending at \east a
semester or longer al)ront\ can be~""""-,............

....,...........

~
j~oney's worth.

-Letters<<'onl. from pg.
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earlier issues
1 quick!)'
scrounged up a January 3oth
copy of the Carroll News. Sure
enough here was our, "first to
announce for the Presidency"
candidate in another by line.
Instead of, " There go my people.
I must find out where they are
going so I can lead them" he was
declaring himself to be tbe
defender of the faith to restore
the tarnished crown of Kennedy's
martyrdom to its rightful resting
place. If self esteem were the
only prerequisite for success
"our candidate" would definitely
qualify as The Man Who Would
'Be King.
Mter careful review however,
it appeared that "our candidate"
had not been so blatant as to
campaign in this issue too.
Fortunately, one thing of value
did arise from this article and
when considered along side his
more recent writings it acquires
a new definition. To be completely fair I will quote his exact
words. "A former President once
said. <did you ever notice how
"our candidate" is always
quoting Presidents? Anyway... '
"I reatly look with commis·
eration over the great body of my
fellow citizens, who reading
newspapers, live and die in the
belief that they have known
sometlung of what has passed in
the world in their time." In this I
am in complete accord especially
when it comes to "our candidate's" own articles.
Sincerely,
David V. Gedrock
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Candidates Discuss the Issues
Student
Union Presidential Candidates
O.J. Dougherty
O.J. Dougherty sees the job of
Student Union President as an
ombudsman, with aU the duties
of any other president to the job
in addition to appointing committees.
Having served as Chief Justine, O.J. seems confident that
this position would again be his if
he were to 1'\Jil for it, but he feels
that he can continue his work for
student rights in the office of
president, by appointing student
members to the University
Board, and working with the
Legal Aid Society .
He feels that in the past his
having no qualms to disagree
with the faculty has been helpful.
"You'd be surprised what a
dialogue can be opened up when
you go without this idea of just
falling in line with what the
administration has to say. They
have been very responsive to
what I have done as chief justice "
In addition to his position as
chief Justice, O.J. has served as
I•'reshman senator and worked
three summers in the office or the
Mayor of Chicago.
O.J 's choice for president was
not shaded by feelings of wanting
to run for the vice • presidency,
as he did not feel he would like
working under someone else after having been at the top of the
judicial board."
Seeing himself as persistent,
O.J . admits that when he believes
in something, he will fight to the
hilt. He doe& not believe that of·
11: 1 ••eeleete&to only eetwJ the
.....,_,......,-~~ views of the students. " You elect
a man who you believe to have
high ideals and intelligence and
courage and he will back the
principles which he deems Important and usually it's for the Interests or his constituents."
In mentioning the ideal role of
vice - president, OJ believes that
altho\Ch the vice - president
shouldn't be an apologist for the
president, he should try to carry
out the programs of the president.
A member of the Pre-Law
Society, Irish Club, Carroll News

Owen Dougherty
Columnist and Iota Chi Upsilon,
OJ believes that he doesn't represent any one interest, but He
feels that he is able to relate to
different types of people.
EdRybka
.
Ed Rybka believes that the job
of Student Union President is one
primarily concerned with representing the interests of students
to the administration, but also
believes that a major responsibility includes the coordination or
the different committees. " This
is where the work gets done. The
Student Union President himself
doesn't get a whole lot done, but
it's based on the committees to
institute everything, ~mify them
and keep them moving."
Having served as vice-president of his freshman class, and
president of his sophomore and

juaiol'~..£4-......ut

reserved in his choice between
rwming for vice president or
president.
The theme of Ed's administration will be improved commlDlication, although he says
that the means of achieving it
remain a mystery.
Ed, who belongs to the Pre-law
Society, and otherwise considers
himself an independent, commented about the present Student
Union, saying, that "it hasn't
been the most active union... ",
although he feels this is due to
lack of input from the students.
He sees the recently approved

Ed ftybka
election committee bill as a first
step in the interest in the student
Wlion.
Lack of quality entertainment
and the strictness of the dorm
policy are problems which Ed believes are evident on the campus.
This more stringent
procedure which was introduced by
the committee on which Ed is a
member, created a problem for
him as one of his campaign
workers posted an illegal sign in
Murphy Hall. "Primarily it was
my fault, I have to admit it. I forgot to tell her what the new campaign rules are." The problem
has now been resolved, and he
feels that it was an "~m(ortunate
incident." My name's on the bill,
I wouldn't go out and break my
bill for no reason."
Ed believes that eommunicatieft cen be tn.eeeed by getting
together with next year 's class
officers and set up a program to
get people together. One idea
which he has considered is opening a coffee shop in which the union officers would be a part.
The job of vice-president is to
"give the president a kick in the
pants every once in a while." He
feels the vice president will also
relate student problems to the
administration.
As to his accomplishment.s in
previous offices, Ed feels that the
most important ones involved the
social events which helped to
keep the people unified.

,
Student Union
"'
(:andidates Reviewed
By Carol Mendoza
In formulating this article, I bave been faced with many
decisions and problems. I began by taping the interviews of 12 of
the 13 candidates, and was greatly impressed by the sincerity
and adequacy of them aU. I realized that we would surely have
great winners in the election, but was saddened by the fact that
no more positions could be made available for those defeated.
Because of lack of space on the page, l was forced to write up
the interviews of only those who won in the primary. But this too
involved complications, as one candidate contested the results,
other announced write - in candidacies. with each deserved
deserving coverage. So I apologize to those who did not make it
in, and hope they will understand my position.
These interviews are not meant to be campaign sellers or
advertisements, and I ' m sure that many candidates and supporters will be surprised and sometimes disappointed at those
things which I have included or omitted. My onJy hope is that the
students will find these comments thought provoking as I have.
-

Vice-President
Interviews with the vicepresidential candidates are being
ommitted after the primary was
discounted by the Elections Committee because a candidate's
name appeared incorrectly on
the ballot.
Urban Michael Picard was
listed as Michael Picard. and wiiJ
now be reentered with his full
name.
Again running for vicepresident are Paul Dieter. John
Naso, Brian Blackburn, Urban
Michael Picard, and Rob Herald.
The winner of the election will
have bls views on the issues
~1lftllleocJ

tt. • fatare edfttGn.

1
John Naso

Brian Blackburn

Candidates .for Office of Chie.f Justice
Sue Scully

Sue Scully feels that the job of
the chief justice of the Student
Union Judicial Board iB to represent the student interests In
judicial problems between
students and administration.
The junior political science
major served on the judicial
board as a justice, and is running
for the office where she feels she
has worthwhile experience. She
has also served on the Murphy
Dorm Board.
Sue sees herself as a good
mediator, capable of sifting
through facts. without emphasit·
ing her opinion. "I do want to
bring out everybody's opinion so
that we can work as a group
rather than as one person
directing the group."
The judicial department became more visible this year, and
Sue is hopeful that she will be
able to continue this trend Sue
feels that v.'itbo\.t the justice
department ·there would be nowhere for a student to go with an
appeal.
In choosing justices to appoint,
Sue would look for those who are
· ~- mlilded, have a general in·.

terest in the job, are unbiased,
and have the ability to express
themselves.
Sue believes that the new campaign rules are good in some respects, although she does not
lDlderstand why the student body
is no longer voting for the secretary and treasurer
Living on campus, Sue believes
that although there may be some
communication problems between residents and commuters,
thiB could be alleviated by increased participation in Wliting
activities.

Sue Scully

Pat Cummings
Pat Cummings feels that the
Student Union Judicial board
serves as an appeals court, and
also one with certain direct
jurisdiction.
The junior English major has
served as a justice on the judicial
board, and envisions changes for
the position of chief justice. "I
see things that can be done with
the office of chief justice that are
not being done at present; there
have been many things done this
past term that have not been
before, and I would like to

Pat Cummlllgs

continue expanding the power
wb.icb a Student Union Judicial
board has been given , in the
constitution but has not used to
fullest advantage up to date."
Pat feels that his best characteristics are a moderate
bullheadedness and a power to
convince. He feels that be bas
certain principles which he will
stick to and and is hopeful that he
will have power to convince other
board members.
In the next year, Pat is hopeful
that the students wilJ become
aware of what the judicial board
can do for them.
Belonging to BFBG, IPT, and
PUP, Pat feels that the people
within the organizations are
important.
Pat believes that the campaign
rules have helped, and that they
set the running for an office on
more of an equal basis for all
candidates.
In choosing the justices to
appoint, Pat feels that the rule of
class distribution should be followed to allow a broader viewpoint.

Urban Micl'lael Picard

Rob Herald

...J
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Carro ll and Franklin

How Bishops Were ~ade
By David W. Schultt:
In tn6 Father John Carroll
was sent to Montreal by the
American Congress to persuade
the clergy of Montreal to side
with the American Revolution in
throwing orr the allegiance to
King George m. Through no
fault of his OYm, the Jesuit's
mission was doomed to fail. But
Carroll 's favorable encounter
with Benjamin Franklin led to his
appointment as the first Roman
Catholic Bishop in the United
States.
The army of the American
Revolution had marched against
Montreal and seized the British
colony, controlling it during the
winterofl775-76. But the invasion
had fallen into difficulties and
was forced to retreat. Because
the Canadian territories were
greedily coveted by the Thirteen
Colonies, Congress sent the aid of
three Commissioners to Montreal
to try to reorganize the army and
win back the lost land. The
venerable Franklin was placed
as the head of the Montreal

Mission. John Carroll, though not
an official member of the commission. was also assigned to it.
Carroll was highly qualified to
accompany the commission. He
had received an excellent education in Europe. He bad spent
many years in France and knew
French well. Signing Carroll
along with the mission was
considered by informed sources a
"master stroke." If Carroll could
win the support of the Montreal
Catholic clergy to back the
American Revolution, their influence might be worth the addition of an entire army.
But when Carroll tried to
contact the Catholic clergy, he
was shunned. The bishop instructed that no suppOrt was to be
~ven to. the revolution, and any
dascussaon concerning the
revolution was considered an act
of treason. Meetings had to be
arranged in secret outside of
church property.
It was on St. Paul Street and
Bonsecours, in a garden, that
Carroll heard arguments from
the clergy he was unable to
repudiate. He was told that by the
To Rlct.,rd Bonatelll and IM WIIO!e swim
Quebec Act of 1774 the British
team IICOd luck tomorrow Wayne uwrence
Parliament had guaranteed
and tnt Dlckev Oror~ra
Roman Catholics in Quebec civil
956 Happy ValenllnH Day Love. 1087
rights and religious freedom .
Memo to all Kulcnured rntelllgensla: Sing
ext.,ulled pral~ ro file honorable POP Idol
Could they expect as much from
H. Hendrln. F B. and P -La revolutionary movement led by
Old mom need love too
Protestants who were strongly
Anyone Interested In obtaining a mlnlatur• bigoted against Catholicism?
sliver gray french pOOdle for fn!C!, pita~
contact Coach Zwlerleln In tnc Al!llellc oept.
The Montreal clergy well
The dog Iss years old ~nd nousebroken, and remembered what it was like to
very gOOd with children
I
r .w. cc) loves K.s. 1WJ.
ive under American rule. During
enrollmen~ are being accepted lor April the time American forces held
MCAT exam Prep Clases now forming ~~
Montreal under the command of
~":L~tr~::~ ~i :,;rlan Education Center. General David Wooster, religious
Twocllarmlno,dlatlnvuiii!H,aophlatlcated. intolerance
was rampant.
hungry, able and fruatrated genll~men seelt Wooster had closed the churches
two lovely, pleaaant, shapely, willing, and
sootnlng young ledles to snare coffee and on Christmas Eve and threatened
doughnuts on Monday evenings. No fiOOlles to a'mprl'son the Cathol'
v·tear
need apply. Tills ls your last cnance Aller
lC
au. If's leap year
General if he refused to support
Jer We're willlno 11 you're able car and the revolution. Carroll tried his
~~~.. explain 111 for tar
best to suggest that Congress
Happy Birthday ruse Robusto c.s.
could be trusted. But the talks
Ida Happy Valentine Day gueu Who,
failed.
HI Roomy. Don't let lttose nasty boys make
The Commisst'on of Co gress
you cry. By the way, you can use my Glttene
n
Trac " before rhe bl!l weekend . t.ove, Pvn
had also failed to revitalize the
kin
invasion efforts and on the
• •• • • • ••• ••~•• morning of May 11 Franklin and
earrou left together by boat for
d ·"'~-:::. Ill ~ . Philadelphia, having spent an

Classifieds

•

:

There IS a •.

unfruitful spring in Montreal.
The long journey home proved
especi~lly rigorous for the aging
Frank.hn, who was suffering
!rom boils and swollen legs,
which he feared might be symptoms of dropsy. Carroll eased the
old man's suffering with kindness
and understanding. He was
attentive to the statesman's
traveling problems and made
him forget his health worries
with lively intellectual conversation.
On his way home Franklin
wrote: "I find I grow daily more
feeble, and I trink l could hardly
have gotten so far but for Mr.
Carroll's friendly assistance and
tender care for me."
Franklin was so grateful to
Carroll that he did all he could to
promote him, and Carroll's
appointment as Bishop of
Baltimore in 1789 had much to do
with Franklin's favorable influence. As the first Roman
Catholic bishop in the United
States, he laid the foundations of
the church m the new nation. He
was later named archbishop.
Yet the far reaching effects of
Archbishop Carroll upon the
church history of America might
never have been felt if he had not
come to Montreal with Benjamin
Franklin on "the mission that
failed" in 1776

1

Pablo Picasso's "Harlequin with VIolin," 1918, a major
late cubist masterpiece, Is a significant addition to the
Cleveland Museum of Art's contemporary collection.

Art Museulll Offers l'few Works
By Joan llennlnger
Latest purchases of the
Cleveland Museum of Art are
presently on exhibit, highlighted
by works of Pablo Plcauo and
Georges Braque.
The annual "Year in Review"
is a display of quala'ty. The 187
objects represent a decline in
quantity from previous years
although the museum is now able
to focus on specific needs and has
done SO in 1975.
Picasso's "Harlequin with
Violin" is a significant addition to
the collection. Museum director
Sherman Lee describes it as a
"key monument
in
the
development of cubism."

Braque's "Guitar and Bottle or
Marc on a Table" and "The
Crystal Vase'' are related in style
t.o lhe Picasso work. "With the
addition of u.e worb to our
developing collection of 30thcentury art, •· says Or. Lee,
"cubism - the seminal artistic
movement of this century - can
be seen at its best."
A group of African tribal
sculptures, including masks,
drums, fetish figures and other
objects was also purchased
Of particular importance are
the additions to the oriental
department. Early Chinese

ceremonial bronzes mclude a
"hsicn" or cooking vessel from
late Shang Dynasty <ca. 1000
B.C ), and a " hu" or round
bclbcd w\ne vessel from \he \a\e
<llou Penod (ftftb·lourtb century
S.C.).
Japanese works Include a 16th
century parr of scrolls, ''Bamboo
In the Wind" and "Bamboo in
ll.ain "
The photography collection
was extended with works by Paul
Strand, Edward Weston. Walker
Evans and Fredrick Evans.
This display of quality objects
adds a new dimension to the
musewn 's collection. It should
not be missed.
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By Tom McNeill
John R. Carpenter, assistant
professor of sociology, will con:
Small cluses
• tinue to lead a cosmopolitan life.
Last spring Carpenter was
Volum•nous home : awarded a Geor ge Grauel Re•
study materials • search Fellowship for the fall
1975 semester. Last fall he
travelled to Ireland, England,
AT Courses tha.l are • and France for five wee~ to re•
IIIII ~stantly updltec¢ search
the life of Laura Corrigan.
He is writing her biograJily,
for
"From Pineies to Pinancles."
Mrs. Corrigan, heiress of the
missed lrssons :
$30 million Corrigan McKinney
Steel fortune, moved to Paris
during the twenties and became a
premier hostess. She remained in
France during World War II, and
e
CLEVO.AND BRANCH
e spent $400,000, the proceeds of the
• 14055 cl'l'tAA ROAD. sun: too • sale of her emerald collection to
feed refugees from the Nazi
e
Cl£\'DAND, OHK) 441 11
:
(1161 J11.-J5
•
:
occupation.
A native of Stephen's Point,
Wisconsin, and a former Cleveland resident, Mrs. Corrigan
came to Carpenter's attention
due to his interest in Cleveland's
:
£0UCAT10NAL ClNml
•
society figures. He has always
•
, . ., , . ,......, 1011
•
been inter~ted in the history of
Cleveland and its important citizens, often narrating anecdotes
in his classes- about them.
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Carpenter spent a week in Ireland, commenting, "I never
realized it got so cold; I managed
to ward off the chill with a drop or
two now and then." He was most
impressed with the Irish tradition of "being able to have a good
conversation, a time for prayer,
and a good belt of Guiness Stout
simultaneously."
He reports that emmigration is
declining in Ireland due to
foreign investment and increased
employment. He also says that
the southern Irish don't really

!NAniiEDi•
•

l=t11tf~

r._-a··--- -4
~------u.s.a..

Mr. Carpenter

further complained that exor ·
bitant prices were charged for
meagre accommodations and
cheap goods. The hotel he stayed
in on the left bank was a "fleabag", and his requests for beat
"in the ancient place went
I.Dlheard." More than anything,
France and the French caused
him to head home.
Future work on his book will include an interview with Bricktop
Smith, a legendary Parisian
saloonkeeper and entertainer of
nothing.
the 20's and 30's, now located in
Another amusing incident took Chicago. Her club in Paris had
place as Carpenter was in St. been the home of the "lost
Pauls, an Anglican Cathedral. generation," and she knew all the
Bobbies rushed in during vespers · celebrities. She is reputed to have
and evacuated the church due to
taught Cole Porter bow to
an IRA bomb threat. Carpenter, Charleston
espying an old matron having
Overall, Carpenter enjoyed his
trouble navigating the steep journey; he learned a lot about
steps offered assistance. She re- other cultures that he missed by
marked, "It was bad enough runbeing stationed in the South Pacining from the Jerries, now my
fic during the war. His rough
prayers are interrupted by crazy
draft will be finished by midsumIrishmen." Carpenter, a fiercely
mer.
proud Irishman, left her to desHis next jaunt will take him to
Tallahasee, Florida to a crimicend the steps herself.
He found Paris to be "lovely,"
nology conference at the Univerand said that he was surprised at sity of Florida on February 25-27.
how rude the Parisians were. He
It must be nice.
know what they'd do if a real civil
ever broke out. .
During his stay in London, he
observed the "Seige of the
Spaghetti House," a robbery
attempt that ended in the taking
of hostages and a police blockade
of the area. The bobbles surrounded a two block area for five
days and waited the robbers out.
Thousands of citizens came to
watch and the police policy in the
case was to wait and concede
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Wrestlers Out-muscle Foe
Thirsting for NCAA Title
Ry David Jones Ill
Winning seven of the ten final
matches, John Carroll was
.crowned 1976 National caU.olic
Invitational Tournament
O.ampions Ulis past weekend.
The Blue Streaks defended their
N.C.IT title by scoring llllk
points. Coach Tony Decarlo's
Blue and Gold Grapplers placed
nine individuals into the final ten
match positions.

opponent at the NCJT to earn the title of 1976 NCJT runner- up.

Pride

Motivates

"We played terrible in the
second half," Janka commented.
All the Blue Streak basketbaJJ "We lost our composure and
team's hopes for the PAC poise and dido 't play defense as
championship and a bid to the well."
NCAA tournament were shatCo-captain Tim Cannon extered by the cagers' 68-63 loss to plained "We came out of our offense and started turning the ball
Allegheny Wednesday Feb. 4.
The team failed in its next over."
Janka felt the loss to Allegheny
game which was against carnegie - Mellon, losing 102-80 on affected the contest witil carnegie - Mellon. "Wednesday
Saturday Feb. 7.
The Streaks have an 8-7 overall really knocked us out of the box.
w~ carried it to tile next game
record and a 6-4 PAC record.
"It was going to be the end of and a team we're better than
tile world If we lost the Allegheny beat us. We were mentally down
game," said Coach Ed Janka. but Ulat's no excuse for losing the
"Our first half at Allegheny was ball game." I•'CJ like Wednesday
as close to our best playing abili- was tile last game of the season
and the season is over."
ty as possible," he continued.
.laMa bel*'- tb& most dtmI ~~-~~--,~~~~-reeda tal DOlllt cuH part of the season is ap·
!Ill
leao ar tne uau and led by 13
points with 18 minutes remaining proaching. " lt's going to be a
very tough last five games. It'd
in tile game.
By Dan Fickes

I Winter Sports 1
By Joe DzuriUa
For those who prefer spending
time indoors during the winter,
thirty minutes from JCU, south
on 1-271, is the Midwest Coliseum,
home of the NBA's Cleveland
Cavaliers and WHA 's Cleveland
Crusaders.
The Cavaliers, once picked
upon by the teams of Uie NBA,
have finally grown into a power
capable of defeating such teams
as tile Philadelphia 76ers, the
Washington Bullets, and the Boston Celtlcs.
Fifteen home gu ua~ remain
before the playoffs begin in April,
including three in February: the
17Ul against AUanta. the 19th
against Portland, and the 22nd
against Houston.
Many good seats are still a\lailable to the games in the $4-$5
range and can be purchased at
the coliseum. There is also a
spe-cial 2-for-the-price-of-1 special on $6 tickets offered by
Forest City Stores for Thursday
night games
Desp1te the recent turmoil and
controversy off the ice, the
Crusaders continue their surge to
the top of the division. Having
spent some time in the cellar,
they have currently moved into
second place in tileir division.
The Crusaders will play 13
more home games against the
teams from Cincinnati, Indianapolis, and New England, to cite a
few, as they also continue their
run for the play-offs.
There are also numerous good
seats still available in the $4, $5,
and $6 areas.

Cagers
be tough 1f we were going for the
championship and it'll be tougher
now."
cannon said, "It's tile hardest
part of Uie season right now, trying to play for the record instead
of for first place."
Jim Skerl remarked, "The
time comes now. We're playing
for personal pride and tile best
record we can get."
carroll plays Washington and
Jefferson tomorrow and Wheeling on Monday, bolli away.
ln their last home game the
cagers meet Hiram, top-ranked
in the PAC, at 8:00 on Wednesday. Geor ge Sch auer, " tbe
.....w-. tereate.t ball handler ."
will serve as the half-.Ume show,

and Chuck Lytle, the only senior
on the tea m . wiiJ be honored.

lntramurals
By Mario Bertolo
The fastest growin g activity at
JCU is tile intramural program,
and tile biggest sport is the
basketball league. A total of 60
teams are participating in tilis
year's play.
The Men's League structure
consists of 10 divisions, each
having five teams. Among tile 50
teams 19 are fraternity sponsored teams.
The Women's League structure
consists of 1 division of 10 teams.
Both leagues will have playoffs
and a championship.
Action began Thursday, February 5 witil a thriller as the Rejects - A came from behind to defeat the 3rd-F1oor Dolan team 36-

Mike Behm Cl50 lbs. > was
eliminated in U1e first roWld of
wrestling. Behm met tile number
one seeded from Notre Dame in
roWld one at ISO lbs. The 1976
N.C.I.T. Cbampion was Dave
Boyar of Notre Dame.
Jim Weir (158 lbs.), 1975
N.C. I. T. Champion, defeated
Dave Goesch of Marquette, 9-3.
Weir won his semi-final match 223

Ken Meditz ( 167 lbsJ. Won
Jack Mulhall (118 lbs.> started over John Dowd of Notre Dame,
the evening off by defeating AJ 6-0 in overtime. At the end of the
Alvardo of Seton Hall, 9-3. official match, t.he score was 3-3
Mulhall had previously won his Meditz also 1975 N.C.I.T.
preliminary match, 10-4, and his champion was going for a fall as
semi-final match 14-5. Mulhall the buzzer sow1ded ending the
was also the 1975 N.C.T.T. overtime period.
Champion at 118 lbs.
Brad Bowman 077 lbs.>, 1975
AI Evangelista ( 126 lbs.), N.C. IT. champion, defeated Rob
captured Uie 126lbs. weight class Dregger of Notre Dam, 10.7.
title with a victory over Lew Bowman scored falls in both of
Chapman of Seton Hall, 5-3. his qualifying matches, 4:05 and
Evangelista, also a 1975 N.C.I.T. 4:01.
champion, won his preliminary
Kevin Hinkel ( 190 Jbs.)
match with a fall in 4:10. He won defeated Dave Hermann of
his semi-rinal match 11-3.
Marquette for the 1976 N.C.I.T.
Mark Hawald 034 lbs.), 1975 champion at 190 lbs. Hinkel, also
N.C.I.T. champion, defeated 1975 N.C.I.T. champion, won his
Kevin Moran of Marquette, 18-2. preliminary wi~h a fall at 4:08
The All-American Hawald won and semi-final match 8-2. Hinkel
botil of his qualifying matches by also received the honor of being
scoring two falls, tile rirst (all, at voted the most outstanding
wrestler of the tournament, by
3:25 and Ule second at 4:01.
the coaches of the teams parNick Cipollo (142 lbs.) reached ticipating.
the
finals,
winning
his
Tom Mauerer <Hvy.) advanced
prelim inary and semi-final
matches, 3-1 and S-4 respectively. to Ule finals by winning botil of
CipoDo feD to Pat McKillen of his qualifying matches, 4-1 and 3Mauerer,
the
"Little
Notre Dame, 5-3. in the final 2.
match. Cipollo is the 1976 Heavyweight", weighing 177 lbs.
met Bob GQJic i~1 the final matchN.C.I.T. runner-up.
up. Mauerer olit weighed by 90
lbs. wrestled Golic to a 1-1 tie at
the end of the official match.
Golic scored one point on an
escape, winning tile t976 N.C.I.T.
Tuesday had IXY-Pledges out- Heavyweight title, at tile end of
score the Dropouts, 27-21, for a tile end of the overtime period 1well-earned victory, and AED-A 0. Mauerer received a standing
nailed DAT-A, 56-35.
ovation fromtile crowd.
Meanwhile, tile Rejects-A team
"We out wrestled everyone"
was winning tileir second game
of tile year, by defeating APD 36- were the words of Coach Decarlo.
21. The captain of Rejects-A, Athlet ic Director, Dr. John
J .D., said afterward, "We're the Keshock, comm ented "Our kids
best team - there just isn't any are In superb condition." Dr.
Keshock also U10ught the meet
competition for us."
was handled efficiently.
Tuesday night was also tile unThe Blue Streaks are now one
veiling of the Rejects-B team and step closer, in their quest for a
tile Amazing Bruchinos. While National O.ampionship.
tile Rejects-B were roiHng to a 56National catholic Invitational
27 victory, the Bruchinos were
Tournament Results:
also rolling over AKY, 55-22.
School
Points
AWT was just too much for the John Carroll
lll 'h
Nads in a 30-28 Ulriller, and IPT- Notre Dame Univ.
70~4
A picked up a free win as the Ski Marquette Univ.
62
Club forfeited.
Seton Hall
46%
St. John Univ.
26th
In Women's League play, both St. John Fisher
15
tile No Names and Joannie Car- UniversityofDayton
141~
roll's teams had a hard time find- St. Vincent College
8
ing the basket. However, the No Kings College
·
2
Names prevailed with a modest Catholic Coach of the Year: Ray
score, 14~.
Sepeta, Notre Dame.

Underway

34 in overtime. Powershortage
ran out of juice early when the
Tards blasted them 61-13.
AKY-A Uioroughly dominated
in winning their game over Uie UClub, Go-18. Unfortunately, the
AKY -B team could not match the
success of their A-team as tiley
were defeated 41-22 by Unpredictable. IXY-A slipped past
Circle K-A, 46-44 in another thriller.
The Alchemists proved .to be
more biologically stable after
beating AED-B, 24-23; the Diplomats dealt defeat to tile Prolonged Antelopes, 52-33; and
finally, Magill a's Gorillas
downed Circle K-B, 45-32.

r

Urban
Mich a e l
Picard
" embers of Rejects-A and 3rd-Floor Dolan teams stand hypnotlzfd by th t ball ar ching Its way toward the basket.

Vice-President
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Schaefer leads Team

Girl Coger 's Defense .T enacious
By .Joe Ozurilla

The women's varsity basketball team continued their wi nning ways Monday night by defeating Thiel College. 62-39, thus
raising their season r ecord to five
wins and two loses.
After being beaten by the girls
from Malone College, 69-58, the
Streaks bounced back with a victory last Thursday over Baldwin Wallace, 59-58.
According to coach John Ambrosic, " We were up by 10 points
almost the entire game, but they
<BW) cut it at the last minute .

The gir ls did not have a good
overall per formance and we
were fortunate to come away
with a win."
However, Monday night was a
different stor y. " This was the
ftrst lime that 1 haven't had to be
nervous," explained Ambrosic.
As Terry Schaefer led all scorers with 16 points followed by Ramona Francesconi with 8, Ambrosic sat calmly on the sidelines
wat ching as the girls ran to a 3614 halftime lead.
1n the second ha lf, he had the
company of a number of the
starters with him on the bench ,~

Allegheny Sinks Splashers
The February 7th home swim place in 1975. After swimming on
meet against Allegheny College the team as a freshman , Eric
proved a rough defeat for the became the team manager to the
splashers as they sank to a 56-34 end of his high school days.
Commenting on the Carroll
decision.
Outstanding swimmers in· team, Eric believes that there is
eluded Larry Keck in the 200 yard possibility there with several
freestyle with a third place good swimmers. " They're not
finish, Tom Lyden in the 50 yard doing bad, considering it's their
freestyle with a first place finish , first year and all."
and Bert Maxwell placing second
in the 200 yard indivtdual medley.
A first place finish was
recorded by Maxwell in the 200
yard butterfly while Tom Lyden
capturecl second m the 100 yard
freesty le . P ot anak finished
second in the 200 yard backstroke
and Mike Breier captured third
place in the 500 yard freestyle
event.
Barrord scored two third place
finiehe&a.diviqt.eNW:aCioatbe
scoring .
The 200 yard breaststroke was
won by Jim Smith and the meet
was concluded with a combination Brier, Larry Keck, Maxwell,
Lyden victory in the relay.
Manager, Eric Walker, felt
that Allegheny was a totally
better team. He also thought that
the group's morale was low, and
that the team went into the meet
feeling that they had no chance.
Eric, who would som eday like
~--1
to coach a team of his own, has
been swimming since his 2nd
birthday, and was involved in
competitive swimming at the age
of 10.
Eric was given the post as
team manager when he showed
an interest and brought it to the
attention of Swim Coach Ron
Zwierlein.
A freshman at Carroll, Eric
attended St. Francis High School
in Toledo, which has a known
reputation among swimmers,
having placed second in the state
in 1973 and 1974, with a third

1976-77
Financial Aid Applications
The Ohio Instructional Grant

and the
B88ic Educational
Opportunity Grant Program
Applications are now available
in the Financial Aid Office

and still the Streaks outscored
Thiel, 26-25.
After seeing limited duty m the
second half, Schaefer finished the
game with game scoring honors ·
• 22 points and Francesconi
finished with 18.
Nevertheless, it was the defense that got the acclaim. "The
girls hustled very weU . They
played a good d efensive
ballgame," s aid Ambrosic .
" Offensively, they didn't run the
plays the way they were supposed to be run, but they made up
for it with their defensive play."
Going into yesterday's game
against Case Western Reserve
University, the girls were concentrating on " improving our
consistency," Schaefer said . " We
need more at both ends of the
floor because we seem to work in
spurts."
The girls play host to Cleveland
State this coming Monday night
at 7:30 p.m . and then take on
visiting Hira m College at 4:00
p.m. on Wednesday.

Ra mona f<'ranc:esconi (34), Mary Kay Ruvolo (t Ol, and Lo ri
Sbadley <with back to camera l pret>are to capture a rebound af··
ter a sh ot by an unidentified Thie-l eager.

Cannon~ Cyvas, Skerl
By Te rri Wa rdelner

CN Sports Editor
Though the basketball team
hasn't had much success this
season, the three starting forwards have.

Lead Cagers

Is "the most balanced team I've sophomor e year at Carroll This
ever played on," and he feels season he is leading the league in
positive about next year's PAC 11eld goal percentages.
showing.
Janka describes him as an
Six-seven center Saul Cyvas is " outstanding player who always
also a recruit from St. Joe's in gives 110 percent."
Cleveland, where he played £or
that

Janka reels that " Saul has
really improved since his fresh·
man year . He's become a much
mor e consistent player and is on
his way to becoming one of the
best in the PAC."
Tim is a graduate from St.
Joe's in Cleveland, where he
played for four years. He was
voted to a Conference team in his
senior year, and again in his
freshman year at Carroll. He was
also voted Most Valuable Fresh·
man at Carroll.

Saul was voted to the All
Conference team in his freshman
year and is presently the leading
rebounder in the PAC. He is a
sophomore and majoring in
English a nd pre-law.

The threesome is completed by
six-two sophomore Jim Sker l, a
With a major in Political St. Ignatius graduate. "Skerly"
Science, Tim has plans for en- captained his high school team
tering
law
school
after and was voted to the All·
graduation.
scholastic team. He also received
"A good leader and a strong the Most Valuable Player award
player" is Janka's description of in his senior year.
Tim.
.run has maintained this pace
throughout 'his freshman and
Tim feels that this year's team

Sports Shorts
SPORTS EVENTS for week of
Feb. 14 to 21:
THE TRACK TEAM will
participate in the K of C meet
Feb. 14.
THE SWIM TEAM will host W
& J Feb. 14 at 1:00.
THE WRESTLlNG TEAM will
host W & J Feb. 14 at 1:00 and
then travel to University of Notre
Dame on Feb 18

Tues., Wed ., & Thurs. 11 a.m . · 9 p.m .
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.n1. • 1 a. m.
Sun. 4 p.m. · 9 p .m.

I
THE BASKETBALL TEAM I
will host Hiram College on Feb. :
2255 Warr. Ctr.. Rd.
18 in their last home game of the I_ ___ _
10 % off per person
season.

at Silsby

I
I
I
I
I
I

w ith ad __ ___ .]
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Birkenhciuer Returns to the Classroom
By Oavld W Schullt
Because he is needed. the
President of John Carroll
University is presently playing
an uncharacteristic role as college professor.
Every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at one o'clock in the
afternoon Father Henry F
Birkenhauer leaves his duties as
president and journeys to room
226 In the Administration
building to teach Christian
Spirituality in the absence of
Father Nicholas Predovich, who
is seriously ill.
The
last time
Father
Birkenhauer was in the
classroom arena was during the
1974 Summer Sessions when he
taught an evening course in
calculus. Despite recent inactivity as an instructor, he is no
new comer to the teaching ranks.
His teaching career goes back to
1937, before he was ordained a
Jesuit.
Though Father Birkenhauer
received
his
degree
in

mathematics, he taught spiritual
theology to newly ordained
Jesuits from 1962~ . and is
equally qualified to teach
theology.
"I'm glad for the opportunity to
teach again. I'm only sorry the
opportunity came because of
Father Predovich 's illness," the
president said.
In the course he is following
Father Predovich's text and
outline and is generally keeping
with the syllabus, which he feels
obligated to do.
Comme.nting on how he came
to substitute for Father
Predovicb, Birkenhauer simply
said he was asked to do it. But he
added, "I enjoy it very much. 1
feel very much at home in the
classroom."
When asked how the students
react to being taught by the
president of the university, he
said, "The students don't feel ill
at ease, and I like the general
tone of the class. We're concentrating on the subject matter,

Alumni Volunteer for
Counseling Program
Thirty-eight John Carroll
alumni have volunteered to
participate in a career guidance
program available to all students
currently attending the university. This program gives anyone
the opportunity to speak on a personal basis with graduates
successful in their areas of
employment. The alumni office
and placement office have
initiated the plan, and it is hoped
to expand the program involving
more ahunni In a greater variety
of occupations. Students can gain
insight to the work itself and hear

E1.JR~PE

~•, ~~~ .. l. !,_,; ~f~;;n;
-.fdrc.:
.,_...,... .
~ '., 800-325-4867

n.

'':<1 1

@ Un;Travel Charters

firsthand how graduates of
different majors are succeeding
in various areas of work.
Area alumni who have
volunteered represent the following occupations: Accounting,
advertising, banking - finance investments, communication
media, computer systems production control, denistry,
education, corporate finance,
hospital adminjstration, insurance, law enforcement,
marketing, personnel - labor
relations, scientific research,
and social work.
INTERESTED? Contact the
placement office (B-20, Administration Bldg.), and a graduate in
the work area of your choice will
be in contact with you. A Jist of
alumni from other geographical
areas is also available.

~
~

~a/(ick'A

PIZZA

which is how it should be. I feel
every educational administrator
is a teacher if he's doing his job.
Both
administrating
and
leaching involve the communication of values."
Father Birkenhauer pointed
out that he is not the only college
president who doubles as
teachPr
" The presidents of Kent
University, Ursuline College and
Hiram college all teach," he said.

(Campus Photos Sought)
The Public Relations Office is
seeking
candid
cam pus
photography by students. Photos
accepted may be used in
university publications. The
university will pay $1.50 per
acceptable print. Submit prints
or proof sheets for consideration
to Paul Kantz, public relations
director, in Room 214, Ad. Bldg.

'Feminar'
By Sally O'Neil

A talk on "Senior Citizen's
Liberation" is only one of thesessions planned for the upcoming
spring "Feminar", described as
a "low key consciousness group"
by Mrs. Gloria tnmer, daytime
coordinator of the program.
Mrs. Ulmer says the group
aims at developing feminine
awareness. Mrs. Robert Hermance, the evening coordinator,
described the group as a place for
open discussion and serious
viewing of women's issues. Mrs.
Hermance sees the need for support groups and feels women are
now looking for this type or thing.
She said she was surprised at
how well the seminar fulfills this
need.
Io,or the first time, the three year - old biannual daytime program will have a theme, "Coping
with Change". Women can register for these ten lectures for 25
dollars, or pay 3 dollars at individual sessions.

Father Birkenhauer returns to tea
since 1974. He ls teaching Christian
Fr. Nicholas Predovich's absence.

Develops Awareness
was mixed," Mrs. Hermance
said, "Some women didn't want
him there, some didn't speak
openly because he was there and
some felt that the group should be
only for women."
The next day session will occur

on February 26th, the topic being
"Developing Your Identity". The
session that evening will deal
with "Women and the Law". For
further information, contact the
Office of Continuing Education.

Debaters Triumph
JCU debaters won their first
major intercollegiate tourna~
ment of the year when they
travelled to Tampa last weekend.
Tom Porter and Dave Keller,
president and vice-president of
CarroU's Debate Society,
respectively, won the University
of South Florida's Gasparilla Debate Tournament. The two debaters competed against twenty
other school teams meeting such
schools as Michigan State,
University of Florida and Texas
Southern University. A perfect 80 record was achieved by John
Carroll, sending them in the
Number one spot going into the
elimination rounds. When the
tournament was over, Tom and
Dave went completely undefeated, winning unanimous decisions

Registration for the evening
sessions is by series only at 30
dollars. These eight lectures will
be on various interrelated topics,
including a talk from Mrs. Hermance entitled "A New Look at
the Psychology of Women". Mrs.
Hermance has a Masters degree
from Case - Western Reserve in
"Women's Studies" and is currently teaching "Marriage .and
The Carroll Quarterly is sponthe Family" at Ursuline College. soring a poetry contest in con·
The series of lecture discus- junction with their Spring issue.
sions is a part of the Continuing Any poetry submitted by a John
Education Department. Mem- Carroll student will be eligible for
bers range from 20 to 50 years of oneof four awards. These awards
age. The feminar has had one will be: $25 for fll'st place, $10 for
male member. " The reaction second place, and 2 honorable

in the quarters, semis, and final
round.
The two Carroll debaters also
were awarded trophies as the
first and third ranked speakers in
the tournament. The coach of the
debate team, Dr. Austin J .
Freeley, commented on the victory: "We are aU very pleased
with Dave's and Tom's success.
Winning every ballot in a tournament of this caliber is a notable
achievement. It carries on in the
great tradition of Carroll teams
in previous years." The debate
team travels to Kent State
University this weekend with
high hopes of repeating their past
performance. A number of other
tournaments are scheduled for
the remainder of the semester.

Poetry ~ontest Held

and

SPAGHETTI HOUSE
L!Jten to WLYT (92.3) for La Rich's daily 'special.

I

U

6711 Mayfield Road
Mayfield Hts.

Cedar & Green
South Eudid

Ice Skating

Dougherty

Sat., Feb. 10 10:00
~(
Exclusive use of
~<'l!\Thorton Park indoor park
M Skate rental available
· Refreshments afterwards

Inquire in Chapel Offipe A.
by Feb. 19

mentions. All of the winning
poems will be printed in the
Spring Quarterly along with
mention of their award. Judging
will be done by several of the
faculty of the English Department.
Submissions are now being
accepted for this issue. They
should be typed, if possible, and
must provide the author's name,
address, and phone number. Submissions may be left with the
English Department, at the library main desk, or with any of
the Quarterly staff members.
Though the contest is exclusively
for poetry, the Quarterly is also
seeking submissions of short
stories, essays, art work, and
photography for publication in
the Spring issue. The deadline for
all submissions is March 5, 1976.

Gino
For ·

Union President '76
.
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